Moses returns to ring against Arieta

By Kayeole M. Kambombo

Namibian son of the soil and defending Commonwealth Games lightweight champion, Jafet Uutoni has heroically succumbed his title to Paddy Barnes of Northern Ireland.

Uutoni was crowned the champion the last Commonwealth Games in Melbourne, Australia four years ago (2006).

The more technical Barnes was the exciting fight over Uutoni with 8-4 points. The latter had to settle for silver medal. Coming second overall in his category is something all Namibians have to be proud of.

That is a good achievement.
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That is a good achievement.

In the same vein, Tobias announced that Vikapita "The Beast Master" Meroro.

"Any champion has to fence fight before being engaged in another fight. Failure to do that he will forfeit his title."

"This is the right time for Tyson and The Rock to do the right thing: defend their titles.

"By and large this was a very successful year for boxing. Hopefully we will end it on top just the way we have started the 2010," says Tobias, the world renown boxing promoter, manager and trainer.
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WINDHOEK - On November 25 at the Windhoek Country Club Resort and Casino, Sunshine Promotions will hold one of the deepest and toughest fights in the country.

The main event features a WBA lightweight-titlist bout that will see the return of the ring to Namibian "The Hitman" Moses against Roberto Dario Arrieta of Argentina.

Tobias said the former WBA lightweight champion, Moses, will make his first return to the ring after he lost his title against Miguel Acosta of Venezuela on July 31 this year in Windhoek, Namibia.

"The Hitman versus Arieta, also known as Yana or Poocho, was previously pencilled for Ongwediva on the same date but rescheduled for Windhoek."

"The 34 year old Argentinian has a record of 77 fights, 36 wins (KO 18) 17 losses (KO 6) and 14 draws. Moses has a record of 27 fights (KO 17) won 26, 1 loss (KO 1)."

"According to Tobias, the fight was moved to Windhoek due to lack of funds, as it is always costly to take boxing outside Windhoek."

"Tobias has promised exciting undercards on the night."

"This is the right time for Tyson and The Rock to do the right thing: defend their titles."

"By and large this was a very successful year for boxing. Hopefully we will end it on top just the way we have started the 2010," says Tobias, the world renown boxing promoter, manager and trainer.